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The Classic Notebooks & Journals is the travel
companion perfect for writings, drawings, notes,
musical compositions, or anything else you choose.
Many artists, musicians, writers and thinkers over
the past have used notebooks and journals to hold
sketches, musical passages, stories and thoughts;
among them: Frida Kahlo, Vincent van Gogh, Pablo
Picasso, Ernest Hemingway, Jack Kerouac,
Charlotte Bront, Kurt Cobain, Ludwig Van
Beethoven and Ralph Waldo Emerson. Keep a
record of your reflections on the road. Details: Sizes:
-Pocket 4 x 6 inches - 10.16 x 15.24 centimeters
(A6) -Large 5,5 x 8,5 inches - 13.97 x 21.59
centimeters (A5) -Extra Large 7 x 10 inches- 17.78 x
25.4 centimeters (B5) Cover: Full-color laminated
cover, Matte finish. 12 colors available: Black, Blue,
Purple, Coral, Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Sky
Blue, Beige, Gray and White. Interior: 100 pages of
good quality white paper. Page Design: Plain
Notebook (blank pages). Ruled Notebook
(composition notebook). Squared Notebook (yeah
squares!). Musicians Notebook (blank sheet music
manuscript book).
Volume 1 of 2-volume set. Total of 1,566 extracts
includes writings on painting, sculpture, architecture,
anatomy, mining, inventions, and music. Dual ItalianEnglish texts, with 186 plates plus over 500
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additional drawings.
Are you planning a kitchen renovation? Whatever
stage of the renovation you are currently in, this
notebook will help you keep your ideas organized.
This small pocket journal is sized at 5 x 8" with 110
pages so you can have it with you when you meet
with contractors and designers or when you are
strolling the aisles in the home improvement and
appliance stores. Use it to keep track of your ideas,
appointments, delivery notes, and more. The
notebook includes 20 two page spreads with blank
paper for sketching on the left side and graph paper
on the right for design and drafting plus 70 lined
college ruled pages. And has a simple modern
softcover in red and pink.
MEMO BOOKS made for only the DOPEST of
individuals like you! BUY TWO & SHARE ONE with
a DOPE friend.POCKET-SIZED 4"x6" inches
softcover side bound mini memo pad notebook for
Authors, Travelers, & Artists. USE FOR sketching,
writing, diary for your doodles, jot down thoughts,
note taking, or art journaling your ideas, lists, and
designs.FUN, FUNCTIONAL, & CONVENIENT!
Featuring 48 Pages in these 4 styles: 12
SKETCHBOOK Pages, 12 LINED RULED Pages, 12
DOTTED GRID Paper Pages, 12 QUAD RULED
GRAPH Paper Pages.WANT MORE DOPE NOTES
BRAND? Click our name above or search for us right
here on Amazon.
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Dot Paper Notebook with Isometric Dot Grid Inside.
This sketchbook has 150 pages, feint dots on white
paper. Large size paperback composition
sketchbook measures 8.5" x 11." You can be as
creative as you like with this dot paper journal, ideal
for using the layout for accurate drawings, designs,
charts or anything technical. Order your Dot Paper
Notebook today.
The Classic Notebooks & Journals is perfect for writings,
drawings, notes, musical compositions, or anything else
you choose. Many artists, musicians, writers and thinkers
over the past have used notebooks and journals to hold
sketches, musical passages, stories and thoughts;
among them: Frida Kahlo, Vincent van Gogh, Pablo
Picasso, Ernest Hemingway, Jack Kerouac, Charlotte
Bront, Kurt Cobain, Ludwig Van Beethoven and Ralph
Waldo Emerson. Keep a record of your reflections on the
road. Details: Sizes: -Pocket 4 x 6 inches - 10.16 x 15.24
centimeters (A6) -Large 5,5 x 8,5 inches - 13.97 x 21.59
centimeters (A5) -Extra Large 7 x 10 inches- 17.78 x
25.4 centimeters (B5) Cover: Full-color laminated cover,
Matte finish. Interior: 100 pages of good quality white
paper. Page Design: Plain Notebook (blank pages).
Ruled Notebook (composition notebook). Squared
Notebook (yeah squares!). Musicians Notebook (blank
sheet music manuscript book).
Blank Dot Grid Notebook Sketchbook, Marble Red Black,
A5 This is a large dot grid sketchbook for drawing and
doodling. The size of this sketchbook is 5.83" x 8.27",
letter size, which is suits those who are looking for a notPage 3/12
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too-large, not-too-small sketchbook to carry around. The
dotted sketchbook comes with smart design. This smart
appearance will make you comfortable to use it
anywhere - your workplace, your home, or cafe. The
cover is matte laminated softcover, which in general
looks more professional and elegant. The paper weight
is 60 lb, most popular quality office copy paper, so it can
prevent ink leakage for a certain level. There are 108 dot
grid pages / 54 paper sheets in this sketchbook. As dot
grid can be seen as a lined paper guide and area
drawing guide, the book can freely be used as either
bullet journal, dot grid notebook sketchbook or dot grid
notebook journal. The dot grids are presented in light
gray color,. Every page in this dotted sketchbook also
comes with bottom page number with little art style. The
page number is created for you to organize your ideas in
the book more easily. Summarized Specifications
Design: professional look with smart design Dimension:
A5, 5.83" x 8.27" inches Notebook Type: perfect binding,
soft cover with matte-lamination style Layout: no bleed,
blank dotted sketchbook, with stylish bottom numbered
on every page Color: marble-red-black cover and white
paper sheets Number of Pages: 108 pages / 54 sheets
Paper Weight: 60 lb, most common quality office copy
paper Made-In: USA
Penguin Mini Memo Notepads are good to use a small
mini Diary, Journal, Sketchbook, or Scratchpad.These
small mini notebooks all feature a cute little penguin on
the cover and that same cute little penguin is stamped
lightly in grayscale on the corner of each page of this
small mini journal, notebook, diary.This is the BLANK
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NOTEBOOK Edition of this pocket notebook.Penguin
Mini Memo Notepads are an easy to carry pocket
notebook that is purse-sized and pocket-sized for your
convenience. So you can take notes on the go, doodle
on the go, journal on the go, or use as a mini sketchbook
or diary on the go.Penguin Mini Memo Notepads are
both Cute and Collectible. They make great anytime gifts
as well as special occasion and holiday gifts. Try them
as a unique Christmas gift this holiday season and make
Penguin Mini Memo Notepads a fun and unforgettable
stocking stuffer.
Blank Dot Grid Notebook Sketchbook Red, A5 This is a
large dot grid sketchbook for drawing and doodling. The
size of this sketchbook is 5.83" x 8.27", letter size, which
is suits those who are looking for a not-too-large, not-toosmall sketchbook to carry around. The dotted
sketchbook comes with smart design. This smart
appearance will make you comfortable to use it
anywhere - your workplace, your home, or cafe. The
cover is matte laminated softcover, which in general
looks more professional and elegant. The paper weight
is 60 lb, most popular quality office copy paper, so it can
prevent ink leakage for a certain level. There are 108 dot
grid pages / 54 paper sheets in this sketchbook. As dot
grid can be seen as a lined paper guide and area
drawing guide, the book can freely be used as either
bullet journal, dot grid notebook sketchbook or dot grid
notebook journal. The dot grids are presented in light
gray color,. Every page in this dotted sketchbook also
comes with bottom page number with little art style. The
page number is created for you to organize your ideas in
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the book more easily. Summarized Specifications
Design: professional look with smart design Dimension:
A5, 5.83" x 8.27" inches Notebook Type: perfect binding,
soft cover with matte-lamination style Layout: no bleed,
blank dotted sketchbook, with stylish bottom numbered
on every page Color: red color cover and white paper
sheets Number of Pages: 108 pages / 54 sheets Paper
Weight: 60 lb, most common quality office copy paper
Made-In: USA
Blank Dot Grid Notebook Sketchbook, Marble Red Black,
B6 This is a dot grid sketchbook for drawing and
doodling. The size of this sketchbook is 4.92" x 6.93",
B6, which suits those who are looking for a compact
notebook to carry along with you or for a traveling trip.
The dotted sketchbook comes with marble design. This
smart appearance will make you comfortable to use it
anywhere - your workplace, your home, or cafe. The
cover is matte laminated softcover, which in general
looks more professional and elegant. The paper weight
is 60 lb, most popular quality office copy paper, so it can
prevent ink leakage for a certain level. There are 108 dot
grid pages / 54 paper sheets in this sketchbook. As dot
grid can be seen as a lined paper guide and area
drawing guide, the book can freely be used as either
bullet journal, dot grid notebook sketchbook or dot grid
notebook journal. The dot grids are presented in light
gray color,. Every page in this dotted sketchbook also
comes with bottom page number with little art style. The
page number is created for you to organize your ideas in
the book more easily. Summarized Specifications
Design: professional look with marble design Dimension:
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B5, 6.9" x 9.8" inches Notebook Type: perfect binding,
soft cover with matte-lamination style Layout: no bleed,
blank dotted sketchbook, with stylish bottom numbered
on every page Color: marble red black cover and white
paper sheets Number of Pages: 108 pages / 54 sheets
Paper Weight: 60 lb, most common quality office copy
paper Made-In: USA
Incorporating an innovative modeling approach, this
book for a one-semester differential equations course
emphasizes conceptual understanding to help users
relate information taught in the classroom to real-world
experiences. Certain models reappear throughout the
book as running themes to synthesize different concepts
from multiple angles, and a dynamical systems focus
emphasizes predicting the long-term behavior of these
recurring models. Users will discover how to identify and
harness the mathematics they will use in their careers,
and apply it effectively outside the classroom. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in
the ebook version.
This Sketch Book Contains. 120 Page (60 Sheets) High
Quality Paper Extra Large Size (8.5 X 11)
Unleash your creativity. This Beautiful Sketchbook
features 120 blank 5 by 8 inch pages - just the right size
to create, doodle, draw, color and just have fun! There is
a small border with curved corners to frame your new
works of art. Use this Sketchbook as a Notebook,
Journal, Planner and more. About the Cover: This
Original Digital Oil Painting by My Rubio Garden features
a Crimson Red and Light Turquoise Blue Rose Detail
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from My Iowa Garden. The result is a modern beautiful
flower detail painting that you will love on the cover of
your new Journal! Special Cover Bonus: The Beautiful
Art extends to the back of the journal!
Enclosed in a handy, portable case, this innovative kit
contains everything you'll need to become the artist
you've always wanted to be. The informative instruction
book explains techniques in detail and simplifies the art
of sketching, tackling problems ranging from the casting
of light and shade, to creating correct proportions, to
representing objects in three dimensions. With a blank
sketchbook and sketching materials included, you'll be
on your way to creating masterpieces in no time!
Blank Dot Grid Notebook Sketchbook Red, B6 This is a
dot grid sketchbook for drawing and doodling. The size
of this sketchbook is 4.92" x 6.93", B6, which suits those
who are looking for a compact notebook to carry along
with you or for a traveling trip. The dotted sketchbook
comes with smart design. This smart appearance will
make you comfortable to use it anywhere - your
workplace, your home, or cafe. The cover is matte
laminated softcover, which in general looks more
professional and elegant. The paper weight is 60 lb,
most popular quality office copy paper, so it can prevent
ink leakage for a certain level. There are 108 dot grid
pages / 54 paper sheets in this sketchbook. As dot grid
can be seen as a lined paper guide and area drawing
guide, the book can freely be used as either bullet
journal, dot grid notebook sketchbook or dot grid
notebook journal. The dot grids are presented in light
gray color,. Every page in this dotted sketchbook also
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comes with bottom page number with little art style. The
page number is created for you to organize your ideas in
the book more easily. Summarized Specifications
Design: professional look with smart design Dimension:
4.92 x 6.93 inches, B6 Notebook Type: perfect binding,
soft cover with matte-lamination style Layout: no bleed,
blank dotted sketchbook, with stylish bottom numbered
on every page Color: red color cover and white paper
sheets Number of Pages: 108 pages / 54 sheets Paper
Weight: 60 lb, most common quality office copy paper
Made-In: USA
Unleash your creativity. This Beautiful Sketchbook
features 150 blank 8 1?2 by 11 inch pages - just the right
size to create, doodle, draw, color and just have fun!
There is a small border with curved corners to frame
your new works of art. Use this Sketchbook as a
Notebook, Journal, Planner and more. About the Cover:
This Original Digital Oil Painting by My Rubio Garden
features Two Rosy Red Coral Plum Crazy Hibiscus on
Aqua Blue. The result is a stunning rosy red coral,
yellow, black and aqua blue flower garden painting that
you will love on the cover of your new Journal! Special
Cover Bonus: The Beautiful Art extends to the back of
the journal!
Cute SketchBook Blank Paper without Line Unline
Marble Size for Kids Girls and Student Size 8.5in x 11in
x 110 Pages Composition Notebook A Cute Drawing
Doodle Sketchbook For Kids This minimalist and classic
notebook is a wonderful multi-purpose journal for
sketching jotting down thoughts and writing notes Ruled
notebook papergrid notebook Can be used as a
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notebook - sketchbook or journal or composition book
Printed on Bright White Paper High Quality This
sketchbook for kids is the perfect tool to improve your
drawing skills! It can serve as a drawing pad or a diary
with blank pages for kids - teens and even adults who
love to draw - doodle - and sketch
London Notebook features drawings and watercolours by
artist Graham Byfield, who turns his keen eye and
delicate brush to recording the enchanting architecture
and landscapes of this iconic city. The perfect gift for
stationery lovers and art enthusiasts alike.
This 4 x 6 unlined pocket-sized notebook with 100 pages
(50 sheets) is perfect for carrying in a purse, pocket,
satchel or backpack. With a durable cover, it's ideal for a
professional or personal environment, or for a gift. Great
for quick doodles, sketches, notes, and on-the-go artists
as well as kids in the car or on vacation.
This 4 x 6 pocket-sized notebook is filled with plenty of
blank pages, perfect for notes, sketches, or doodles. The
durable cover is ideal for all environments and great for
kids, especially kids on the go. Arrow Press pocket
notebooks are the perfect size for carrying in a purse,
pocket, satchel or backpack--and they also make great
gifts!
Penguin Mini Memo NotepadRed Bow Tie Diary,
Journal, Sketchbook, Scratchpad
Much more than a simple journal, this beautiful line of
Visual Notebooks is a hybrid product with innovative
features, the likes of which is unmatched on the market
today. Part journal, part sketchbook, and part tourist
guide to Los Angeles, these innovative notebooks
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include stunning photographs, a city map, metro guide,
and fun factoids about the city's landmarks. These
pocket-size, 5 x 7-inch journals are available in classic
Black and five other vibrant color choices. Each
notebook consists of 160 pages, alternating between
blank pages for notes and thoughts and pages featuring
artistic images, both large and small, of LA's sights and
attractions. The 60-plus images range from black-andwhite line sketches to colorful original photographs, each
accompanied by intriguing and little-known facts. Each
rounded-corner notebook also includes an internal
pocket for tickets and mementos, as well as a
complementary color bookmark ribbon and elastic
closure, making it the perfect packable companion for
trendy travelers.
A tracker and guide to understanding your menstrual
cycle with the moon phases. This holistic and natural tool
helps you to chart your menstrual cycle and develop a
personalized self-care manual for your emotional,
physical, mental and spiritual wellbeing. Charting your
cycle will provide you with powerful self-knowledge. Over
the course of 13 months - and moon cycles - you'll
develop your own unique-to-you self-help and self-care
manual of your physical, emotional, mental and spiritual
needs. With this beautifully designed journal, you'll learn
to: * track and chart your menstrual cycle using symbols
* notice and make sense of your physical symptoms
('light flow today') and emotional responses ('trackies +
pjs day') * understand how the rhythms of nature affect
your flow and feelings * repair your broken cycle by
connecting to it intuitively and holistically Through 13
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circular menstrual charts, you will begin to notice and
understand the patterns of your cycle, even if they are
irregular, and gain a deeper understanding of the magic
happening inside your body. Each cycle chapter includes
thoughtful questions to answer and sections for you to
personalize and express how you have felt in that month.
Artists will love this gorgeous tokidoki sketchbook.
Artists, dreamers, and thinkers can indulge their creative
streak as they enjoy sketching their cleverest concepts in
this brilliantly decorated sketchbook from tokidoki. Each
page is perforated for easy removal, so you can frame
your completed masterpiece. Hardcover spiral book 120
blank pages with perforation Measures 9 x 11
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